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Abstract — In this article, we tend to examine the text           
classification task by using various neural networks. A small         
number of previously classified texts can change the accuracy         
of the studied text classifiers. In many text classification         
applications, this is often vital because an oversized range of          
uncategorized data is effortlessly reachable. However, getting       
an annotated text is a quite challenging task. The article          
additionally demonstrates that the Convolution Neural      
Network (CNN) does not demand the semantic or syntactic         
knowledge and can perform in a better way on words level.           
Secondly, a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) model can        
effectively classify the text data (sequence type). RNN        
outperforms the other Neural Networks for the sequence test         
classification task. We used corpora of two different types         
from separate sources (IMDB and self-created bloggers       
corpus). The results of our experimentas now provide        
evidence that vector representation of the text can improve         
the score of the task. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 Research on NLP has a long tradition. lately, text         
categorization has been an eye-catching topic in modern        
research field era and has numerous emerging applications in         
marking, politics, academia and classification of the       
personality traits. Therefore, text classification got attention of        
many researchers.  

 
There are growing appeals for text classification tasks.        

Feature representations play a substantial role in solving text         
classification tasks — traditional language models, like       
bag-of-words model where uni-gram, bi-gram, and in generic        
case n-grams are used for feature extraction from text.         
Researchers have developed several rigorous feature      
extraction methods like Latent Semantic Analysis (LDA) [2],        

Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [4], frequency       
and MI [5] to catch more powerful features. Even though a lot            
of scientists presented some complex features like tree kernel         
[6] to obtain related information and correct word order from          
text, however, there are some challenging problems, for        
example, data sparseness that has the substantial effect on the          
classification score. In recent years, Deep Learning (DL)        
neural networks have been using to solve many natural         
language processing (NLP) problems. DL neural networks and        
word embedding have helped to address many crucial        
challenges in solving NLP problems. Word embedding is a         
scattered attribute learning over sequences of words and        
massively mitigate the data sparsity problem. Some of the         
researchers [3, 7] demonstrated that it could be better to use           
trained word embeddings to extract useful semantic and        
syntactic regularities. Additionally, it is significant to mention        
that, with the help of word embeddings, to obtain the semantic           
representation of text, the composition-based methods can be        
used. 

Recursive Neural Networks (Recursive NN) have been using        
to construct sentence illustration [8, 9, 10] and presented good          
performance. Recursive NNs use tree structure technique to        
extract the semantics of a sentence. implementation of the         
textual tree development heavily effects on the performance of         
Recursive NN. However, the time-complexity of constructing       
textual tree is at least O(n2)- n represents the length text. This            
approach would be extremely time-killing in case of a long          
sentence or document. On the other hand, Recursive NN may          
face some difficulty to develop a relationship between two         
sentences. Therefore, Recursive NNs are dissatisfactory in       
molding of large sentences in length or documents. 

To address the issues of the Recursive Neural Networks,          
we advise a Recurrent Convolutional Neural Network       
(RCNN). We tend to use a recurrent structure ( bi-directional)          
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to induce excellent results for learning word representation.        
This word representation approach has the power to extract         
appropriate contextual information because it introduces fewer       
noise as compared to windows-based neural network.       
Additionally, after word representations, the model will have        
the power to understand an even large range of words. In the            
secondly place, in order to determine which feature is         
significant to capture the critical segment throughout the        
classification task, we used maximum pooling layer. By        
merging the max-pooling layer and recurrent structure, our        
model takes the advantage of each CNN and RNN models          
with O(n) time complexity- n represents the length of the text.           
Ultimately, we compared proposed technique with      
state-of-the-art methods by using three different types of tasks         
in English language. Our model surpassed the state-of-the-art        
methods on different corpus. 

The main contributions of this research are follows: 

– experiments for text classification using Non-Neural  

   Network( supervised  learning) 

– experiments for text classification using Neural  

   Networks 

     – comparison for both supervised learning and deep  

        learning for the text analysis task. 

The rest of the article is structured as follows. Section 2           
provides a review of state-of-the-art. Section 3 presents the         
methodology of IMDB and gender classification of the author         
of the text. Section 4 describes a baseline approach for text           
classification and the obtained results. Section 5 concludes the         
results and conclusion. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In recent years, DL plays a substantial role in solving many            
significant NLP problems. To date, some successful methods        
involve DL neural networks. These neural networks involve        
Recurrent Neural Network (Recurrent NN), Convolutional      
Neural Network (CNN), Multi-Layer Neural Networks, etc.       
Each of these neural networks has specific pros and cons and           
apply to address different NLP tasks. 

 
Recurrent NN is a type of neural networks. RNN is           

used to investigate a text at a word level. [11] during a            
rigid-sized hidden layer RNN can store the semantics of all the           
previous text. Furthermore, this model is useful in capturing         
the semantics of a long text; however, the model is biased. The            
reason for biases is that this model pays more attention to           
words that come subsequently. It means model particularly        
looks out for the words that come earlier. However, in a           
document, all words are carrying the equal probability.        
Consequently, this factor may reduce the efficiency to capture         
the semantics of a document. 

To unravel the biases issue that was found in RNN,          
another model CNN was introduced. CNNs primarily were        
considered for image processing and recognition of videos;        
however, There has been numerous studies to investigate that         
CNN might also be used to handle the NLP problems [12].           
Additionally, as compared to recurrent NN, this model can         
retrieve the semantic of texts in a very systematic manner with           
time complexity. It also has the power to extract important          
dialogues in a text with the help of a max-pooling layer.           
Max-pooling layer is a small window search that looks for to           
obtain the best features using different window size. [13, 14]          
The technique is called “kernel as a rigid window”. 

Additionally, a series of recent studies has indicated that it          
is difficult to seek the most appropriate size of a window,           
because the kernel size cannot be specified to address different          
problems. In both cases, the size of the kernel causes          
particular issues. A small kernel size could lead to inaccurate          
results by missing discriminative information. On the other        
hand, with a large kernel size, it would be time-taking to train            
the model due to many parameter.  

To address the classification problem, normally there are        
three main parts to deal with; how to propose techniques to get            
useful attributes, by using designed techniques, how to extract         
distinct attributes, and how to design the algorithms for         
Machine Learning (ML). To obtain features, traditional       
language model, for instance, Bag-of-words (Dictionary base       
model) is used for feature selection. Additionally, for complex         
features selection, some authors have driven the further        
development of some others features selection models, for        
example [18] part-of-speech tags and tree kernels, [15]        
noun-phrases. To achieve the better performance of the        
classification task, the removal of noisy features from the text          
is extremely important. One of the most primary used         
strategies is to eliminate stop words (e.g., "the," "a," "an").          
More importantly, some authors have also suggested that some         
other modern techniques, for example information retrieval,       
[5] mutual-information and [17] L1 regularization are being        
used to obtain powerful features. The majority of prior         
research has applied different types of ML algorithms in         
training like, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naïve Bayes        
(NB) and Logistic Regression (LR) etc. However, data        
sparsity related issues can be raised using these techniques. 

We can reduce data sparsity issues by using DL especially          
Deep Neural Networks and word representation learning [19,        
20]. [3, 7, 13, 16, 21, 22] for word representation, different           
types of neural networks models have been proposed. In text          
classification, word representation (word embedding) is the       
neural illustration of a word, that is a real-valued vector. The           
word-embedding technique is generally used to check how        
different words are relevant. Certain algorithms, such as        
word2vec, Glove are used to vectorize the words (embedding         
vectors) to find the words connectedness. If the vectors of two           



words will have less distance, then these words have a similar           
meaning in high dimensions. 

 

III. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS 

 
A binary classification problem (positive or negative       

reviews) is addressed using IMDB dataset. This dataset        
contains 25,000 documents (12,500 positive reviews, 12,500       
negative reviews) in training and 25,000 (12,500 positive        
reviews, 12,500 negative reviews) document in testing part.        
We used different types of neural networks and then compare          
with the non-neural network approach. 

 
 

Non-Neural Network Approach 
 
For the non-neural network approach, we considered Naive        
Bayes algorithm using three different stop words lists. The         
first list of stop words was collected from NLT, second from           
Google and the third list was the combination of both Google           
and NLTK stop words. We achieved different accuracies with         
different stop words. We achieved (83.29%) best results using         
a combination of Google and NLTK stop words list. 
 

Neural Networks Approach 
 
For the neural network approach, initially, we used a         
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), which has three layers (input        
layer, a single hidden layer, and output layer). We insert          
pre-trained word embedding’s of IMDB dataset as input to the          
Multi-Layer Perceptron. In experiments, 6000 most frequent       
words are used to build a dictionary. A vector whose          
dimension is thirty-two represents each word of the movie         
review. It is incredibly significant to have the same length as           
the text. To do so, we limited the range of each movie review             
at maximum 500 words and removed longer movie review         

from the dataset. To obtain the same length for shorter movie           
reviews, we padded these movie reviews with zero values. 

Finally, Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) creating a      
word-embedding input layer (first layer). The input layer has a          
length of five hundred and a thirty two-dimensional vector is          
used to denote each word of the movie review. Therefore, the           
matrix size of the input layer would be (thirty-two x five           
hundred). The inputs of the first layer leveled to one          
dimension subsequently used this one-dense hidden-layer for       
activation function (rectifier) which contains two hundred fifty        
units. The last segment (output layer) comprises a single         
neuron. Sigmoid activation is used to get the output values          
between 0 and 1 - positive or negative in our          
binary-classification task. In training of our model, we        
considered the batch size of 128. We used Adam algorithm,          
due to its ability to control the learning rate and possibility of            
best solutions [24]. Adam uses parameter’s moving averages        
and which allows the algorithm to take into account the large           
effective step size, even without fine-tuning the algorithm can         
reach to this step size. After training, we evaluated our trained           
model and MLP achieved 92.16% accuracy. We can get even          
better accuracy if we increase hidden-layers with substantial        
embedding.  

Secondly, we used CNN for text classification. CNN is         
useful to highlight the position of learned objects in the          
photographs. CNN models are substantially valuable because       
these models are capable of learning to identify objects in          
images. Consequently, the same idea can be applied to         
one-dimensional sequences of tokens in a review to discover         
the hidden pattern in a text to get the specific position of the             
features. 

In CNN model architecture, the input of the first layer was           
word Embedding of the movie reviews. A one-dimensional        
convolutional layer; which has 32 feature maps with kernel         
size (window size) three is inserted as the second layer.          
Subsequently, there is a maximum pooling layer       
(one-dimensional) with a length and stride of 2. This objective          
of maximum pooling layer is to compresses the features         
representation of the convolutional layer by halving it. The         
remaining architecture of the CNN looks precisely the same as          
the MLP. In the computational point of view, memory units in           
CNN models share weights, which requires less time to train          
the CNN model. Additionally, it is important to mention that          
CNN's perform well to get the spatial relationships between         
words. Finally, CNN model got 93.75% accuracy. 

Thirdly, we used Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM),       
recurrent NN models, to perform sequence-classification task       
on movie review corpus. LSTM models have been used in          
addressing the sequence classicization problems. The primary       
goal of applying LSTM is to get the actual class (in our case,             
either a positive or negative class) provided the sequence of          
words. As the length of the movie review (series of words) can            
vary, and some sequences of words might have more words          



than others – the range of the words can be different. It implies             
that every review holds distinct dictionary size (the number of          
words) and the task is to classify the sentiment of each movie            
review, this is why it cannot be considered as a trivial case.            
To learn the dependencies between patterns (symbols) in the         
input sentences or long-term context, sequences of words may         
require to be supplied to NN models. In the LSTM model, the            
first layer is the input layer where the word embeddings are           
fed into it. The second layer is the LSTM layer that includes            
100-smart neurons (memory-units). Here, we also used the        
sigmoid activation function to activate a single neuron (a         
dense output of the LSTM layer) concerning our 2-classes         
classification problem. 64 batch size is used in model training,          
and we got 95.07% accuracy by using LSTM. 

Overfitting is a challenging issue in Recurrent NN, such as          
LSTM. Researchers have proposed a powerful technique       
known as a dropout to overcome this (overfitting) crucial         
point; Dropout layers can be added between the different         
layers of the neural network. In various experiments, these         
layers are inserted in between LSTM - dense output layers and           
embedding - LSTM. In the initial investigation, the model         
obtains the accuracy of 93.05% which is marginally less than          
simple LSTM case. Additionally, an alternative method is        
used to analyze the scores; we inserted a dropout layer          
between the input layer - LSTM layer (memory units’         
recurrent connections). Subsequently, during the next      
experimentation process, the trained model obtained 93.71%       
score. We can say, LSTM-specific dropout has less influence         
on the layer-wise dropout and more pronounced influence on         
neural networks’ convergence. 

CNN are well-performed neural networks at capturing the        
hidden spatial pattern in the text. However, LSTM needs to do           
a more computational task to get similar results. CNN can          
choose invariant attributes to classify Pos. and Neg. sentiment.         
Furthermore, this learned spatial attributes might then be        
learned by LSTM layer as patterns. After the Embedding         
layer, it is an easy task to amend the neural network by adding             
a 1-dimensional max-pooling layers and CNN. Then, this        
Embedding layer provides the combined features to the        
LSTM. A small set consists of 32 features is used with size 3             
of a kernel. In the further part, the max pooling layer to half             
the size of the attribute matrix. Finally, with less parameter          
tuning and faster training time, the model achieved 93.06%         
accuracy. We can say that, for Sequence Classification with         
Dropout, the model generated the similar scores to LSTM. 

 

A. Analysis of the Experiments 
● This research aims to develop more sophisticated       

methods for the classification task. With this aim in         
mind, in this paper, we present a comparison of text          
classification methods using Deep Learning Neural      
Networks and non-Deep Learning Neural Networks      
using two different datasets. For our first goal, we         

focus on IMDB movie review dataset to classify the         
sentiments of the movie reviews. For our second goal,         
we focus on self-created bloggers corpus dataset to        
classify the gender of the author of the text. Here we           
investigate the results of the different method       
separately, and we have verified that using different        
ways produces different results. We used tenfold       
cross-validation which calculates average classification     
score, described as the no. of correctly predicted        
classes. Additontionaly, we also make a comparison of        
our results to the majority Baseline, which assigned the         
title to each document of the largest class. 

● Most experiments have been carried out with deep        
learning. To compare deep learning models with       
traditional machine learning models, we applied Naïve       
Bayes classifier for the movie review dataset (IMDB).        
This study used different stop words chosen from        
various origins. These stop words contain different       
N-grams; uni-grams, combinations of 1-2 grams,      
combinations of 1-3 grams as features to classify the         
sentiment of the movie reviews. We obtain good results         
using a combination of Google and NLTK stop words         
list although we can't pinpoint the exact reason for         
getting the best results. 

● Contrary to the findings of preliminary experiments       
(Naïve Bayes classifier), we used specific neural       
networks, such as Multilayer Neural Perceptron (MLP)       
and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). For this       
study, IMDB dataset (50% for training and 50% for         
testing) was used to perform experiments. After two        
epochs, as the results of the tests, models achieved an          
accuracy of 92.16% and 93.75% respectively.      
However, even better results can be obtained after        
several epochs. Consequently, in contrast with      
traditional machine learning models, our results cast a        
new light on the fact that neural networks are good          
predicting models. The results lead to a similar        
conclusion where it can be concluded that       
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) outperform the      
Multilayer Neural Perceptron (MLP) due to its       
architecture which can emphasize the hidden text       
patterns in the training phase of the neural network. 



● The LSTM NN was used to experimentally investigate        
the IMDB corpus for the sequence classification task.        
This LSTM neural network contained a layer of 100         
memory units (known as smart neurons). For this        
study, movie review dataset (50% for training and        
50% for testing) was used to perform experiments.        
After three epochs, as the results of the tests, LSTM          
model yields increasingly good results with an       
accuracy of 95.07%. The main focus of the        
investigations was to compare the performance of       
CNN and LSTM to address the sequence classification        
problem using same corpus distribution (50% for       
training and 50% for testing). However, LSTM       
delivers significantly better results due to its       
architecture which contains memory cells that can       
memorize and forget text patterns.  

 

By using IMDB movie review dataset, we investigate and         
compare the results obtained by using different methods. The         
result of this analysis reveals a promising fact that for the           
classification task, CNN outperforms other neural networks.       
On the other hand, a further novel finding is that for sequence            
classification, the LSTM neural network leads to substantially        
better results. Extensive results carried out for sequence        
classification are shown in the diagram.  

 

B. Comparison  Tables  
Here we compare the results of the Deep Learning Neural          

Networks and non-Deep Learning Neural Networks using       
IMDB dataset are shown in the diagram.. It is worth          
discussing these exciting facts revealed by the results of         
Convolutional Neural Networks(CNN), for sentimental     
analysis task; CNN neural network provides significantly       
better results compared with traditional machine learning       
algorithms. Moreover, the results lead to a similar conclusion         
that CNN depicted a high learning rate for corpora (IMDB and           
self-created bloggers corpus).  

 
After testing different algorithms on IMDB dataset, a        

similar study was conducted for the second dataset        
(self-created bloggers corpus). We performed additional data       
collection on the basis of the texts of various bloggers. This           
dataset has been used to address binary classification task.         
Contrary to the findings of the movie reviews in IMDB          
dataset, the classification was carried out to determine the         
gender of the author of the text. The data distribution of the            
second dataset consists of texts of various people 500 men and           
500 women. Each text contains more than 8,000 words and          
more than 64,000 characters. All texts are the union of several           
publications by one author, the main language of texts is          
Russian using single words in English, French, Spanish,        
German and Chinese. 
 

For the second dataset, to compare deep learning models         
with traditional machine learning models, initially we applied        
Naïve Bayes algorithm for the self-created bloggers corpus.        
This delivers significantly bad results (64.5% accuracy). The        
exact reason for this observed decline might be due to the fact            
that the texts was quite large. The figure shows the ROC-curve           
obtained after training the Naïve Bayesian classifier.  



The result of this analysis is then compared with         
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). The next step in the         
experiments was the use of a Convolutional Neural Network         
(CNN). To form the input data for the neural network, the           
texts were processed using the udpipe library and the         
lemmatization of words was performed. It is important to         
mention that for the texts in Russian language, word         
embeddings (word vectors) was obtained by using the model         
ruwikiruscorpora_upos_skipgram_300_2_2018.vec  [32] [33]. 
 

The structure of the neural network consists of four layers.          
The first layer is word2vec embedings with a dimension of          
300 (pre-trained). The second layer is a one-dimensional        
convolutional layer, the width of the window is 3, the number           
of units is 200. Third layer - max pooling. Fourth layer - linear             
layer, 201 parameter. The training of this convolutional neural         
network took place until the moment when the error in the           
validation sample ceased to decrease (the experiments       
required 50 epochs). In this case, the Adam optimization         
algorithm was used and batch size 32 was used. This yields           
increasingly good results (accuracy up to 85.2% for the task of           
classifying the author's gender by text) using this dataset.         
However, even better results are achieved when the texts of          
one author were divided into many short texts of 500 words           
each, which made it possible to increase the accuracy of the           
trained convolutional neural network to 86.8%. By increasing        
the amount of processed data, subsequent training was        
conducted using cross-validation with five folds. The learning        
process for each fold is presented using the graphs of changes           
in the loss for each epoch of training separately for the training            
data and for the test data. As well as on the test data for each               
epoch of training an accuracy graph is plotted. 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
It is important to highlight the fact that, by analogy with           

various problems of image classification, convolutional neural       
networks have performed well, given good results for such         
various tasks as sentiment classification and gender       
classification of the author. At the same time, a very important           
factor in successfully solving the task is the use of distributive           
semantic models, but this approach works equally well for         
different languages - convolutional neural networks showed       
the best results in comparison with other approaches. Future         
research should be devoted to the development of more robust          
algorithms to get better results and further reduce the time          
complexity. 
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